yielding the equation
The average height of a planted plane tree with n nodes, considering all such trees to be equally likely, is (n)h/2+O(n1'2+E) Tr-2 -for s > 0 and n -+oo.
The present paper gives a related result to (4) . The height measures the distance between the root and the highest leaf . We consider as notion of height (called 2-height) the distance between the root and the second highest leaf (the second highest leaf may be as high as the highest lead and prove :
The average 2-height of a planted plane tree with n nodes, considering all such trees to be equally likely, is (rn)2-+O(n'12) ~~~-6'-+Efor s > 0 and n -*oo .
We remark that is convenient to define the 2-height of a tree to be zero if it has just one leaf.
For the coefficient of z" in f we write [zr]f 351
The Average Height of the Second Highest Leaf of a Planted Plane Tree
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The 2-height of a planted plane tree is the distance between the root and the second highest leaf (which can be the same as the height) . In this note the following theorem is proved :
The average 2-height of a planted plane tree with n nodes, considering all such trees to be equally likely, is (urn ) 'I z --+ Q(n-h/z+£), for E > 0 and n --BOO . For the average 2-height we have to compute
is the average height, we have to consider
For a given sequence of numbers ak we writẽ 3 ak -ak _ 3ak-, + 3ak_2 -a -_3 and \oak -ak -4ak _, + 6ak _2 _ 4ak_3
LEMMA 2 .
[z '] Ch _ 1 (z) where the difference operator works on n -hA -3s . 
C± 100 I C -100 3 nL k' -k+3 . n 1(1 +O(n-I/2+e))
• (28)
By a well known method we can shift the line of integration to the left as far as we please if we only take the residues into account . From the simple pole of the ~-function we have and Now C(2) _ ir2/6 and '(0) _ -1/2 [9] , yielding the leading terms of the expansion . The simple poles of the T-function contribute O(1) .
Plugging this asymptotic expansion of g(n) into equaton (30), we find we have to multiply ~ by 4n (1 + O(1 / n ) ) to obtain the result .
Altogether we have proved :
THEOREM 12 . The average 2-height of a planted plane tree with n nodes is (in)2-+0(n"2) r~~'-~-+efor e> 0 and n -+oo . Table 1 shows some values of z" of Theorem 11 . Second highest leaf of a tree
